Role Summary:
Database Architect | MySQL, MongoDB, Hadoop, Sparc
Database Architect who would contribute towards building a strong data sciences team along with maintaining
& optimising the current databases for high throughput.
Job Description:
- Coding and optimization of SQL & Mongo queries.
- Configuring and tuning databases for high throughput
- Manage all requirements around data analytics for the organisation
- Implementation of security best practices
- Carry out the day to day database operational activities such as installations, patching, deployments,
monitoring and other activities within the scope of database operations
- Monitor alerts and take corrective actions or escalate as required. Revalidation of situations/thresholds.
- Perform Health Check of database subsystems as per schedules
Skill Requirements:
- Strong database technology skillsets, namely MongoDB, MySQL, Redis
- Strong data analytics technology skill sets
- Exposure to machine learning models and their application
- Strong development skills on at least one language like NodeJS or Python
- A skilled and pragmatic approach
- Experience with user-centered design, test-driven development, iterative/incremental and agile practices
- Familiarity with AWS services like Sagemaker, Elastic Search, DynamoDB is a plus.
Individual applying to the role should ideally have the following attributes:
- 5+ years of experience
- Strong and innovative approach to problem solving and finding solutions
- Excellent communicator (written and verbal, formal and informal)
- Flexible and proactive/self-motivated working style with strong personal ownership of problem resolution
- Ability to multi-task under pressure and work independently with minimal supervision.
- Ability to prioritize when under pressure.
Interested candidates can apply to career@9stacks.com, Attn: Neha Jain
Company Name: 9stacks (https://www.9stacks.com/)
About Company: 9Stacks is a technology company in the online real money gaming space. It develops and
publishes real money games like Poker for multiple people to play for real money. It is the first Indian online
poker startup to raise Series A investment from institutional investors.
Location: Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
Team: https://www.linkedin.com/company/9stacks/ and https://www.9stacks.com/us/about

